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POLICY AREA

AlpGov2 final conference
The final event of the Interreg Alpine Space project "ALPGOV2 - Enhancing
the governance mechanism of the European strategy for the alpine region",
of which Lombardy Region is lead partner, took place on 23 June from 10.00
to 13.00 at Palazzo Geremia, seat of the Municipality of Trento.
Opened by an introductory greeting by the Mayor of Trento, Franco Ianeselli
and by an important contribution and thanks from the Councilor for the
Environment and Climate of the Lombardy Region, Raffaele Cattaneo, the
conference saw the alternation of interventions by the project partners,
representatives of the action groups and members of the EU Strategy for the
Alpine region (EUSALP) framework who collaborated during three years to
strengthen and make the strategy effective.
The event was also an opportunity to present the most significant results
achieved in the five cross-cutting policy areas for the Alpine Region and to
reflect on how to improve the policy cycle, also highlighting the main results
of the capacity building activity of WPT1.
AlpGov 2 outputs

Mapping of territorial

XII EU Mountain

brands

Convention

The Action Group 6 aimed at
investigating
the
potential
of
territorial brands as an instrument
for local development in Alpine
rural areas. The research was
conducted according to the following
criteria:

The Convention will be organised on
25 – 26 – 27 October 2022 in the
Sila National Natural Park and
Biosphere
Reserve,
Italy,
by
Euromontana in collaboration with
Cia – Agricoltori Italiani.

The territorial brands should
cover a range of products, and
not a single category;
The brands should be managed
by an umbrella organization
ensuring a collective dynamic
and supporting strategies for
regional
development;
individual brands have been
excluded, as they do not fulfill a
coordination role, but are often
established to sell a single
product;
The brands should cover subnational geographical areas on
a municipal, local or regional
level;
Single products (e.g., Protected
Designation of Origin, Protected
Geographical Indication) and
single typologies of products
(e.g., cheese, wine) were
excluded from the research.

One day of study visits and two
days of conference to define a
sustainable strategy for the
development of smart mountains
towards 2050 and provide the basis
for more integrated and effective
public policies, contributing to the
sustainable
development
of
mountain areas and the quality of life
of mountain communities.
How can European policies
support a smarter approach in
mountain areas?
How can we implement smart
governance in our mountains
areas?
How to develop innovative
solutions for a better quality of
life in the mountains?
Which economic tools
sectors to encourage?

and

Full programme

Access to the map

PRESIDENCY
AG3 event in Brussels HVET
On Thursday 18 May, in the context
of the EU Vocational Skills Week,
EUSALP Action Group 3 organised a
conference
to
discuss
future
perspectives
of
cooperation
in
higher
vocational
training
(HVET).
This event was organised under the
patronage of the Italian EUSALP 2022
Presidency and in collaboration with
the Lombardy Region, which hosted
it in its representative office in
Brussels.
Read more

First edition of the
EUSALP Energy award
The
EUSALP
Energy
Award
recognizes best practices that are
contributing to the implementation
of the energy transition in the
Alpine area through the roll-out of
renewable
energy
and
energy
efficiency measures. The energy
transition can only succeed if all
stakeholders
participate
in
it,
because energy can be saved
everywhere!
Applications will open next week
(beginning of July 2022).

Application process

YOUTH
Summer Camps 2022
Youth.Shaping.EUSALP is offering
three thematic summer camps for
young people who are or want to
become involved in the Alps.
From natural resources and climate
change in the Chartreuse (FR - full),
mobility and connectivity in Predazzo
(IT - full), to youth participation in
the Alps in Oberstdorf (DE - few
places left), the programme is
extensive!
Discover the agenda

The winners of the 2019
edition of Pitch your
project have a message
for you
My Cabin is the Pitch Your Project
winner from the 2019 edition of the
competiton.
This German team just launched
their app!
With the MyCabin, you always have
your individual camping spot at
hand. You can choose between
unique tent and camping sites as
well as cabins in the middle of
nature. Now you can save your
favorite spot as a favorite and book it
spontaneously and flexibly in the app
while you're on the go.
More news about this project

TRANSVERSAL ACTIVITIES

Roadshow stop #4 for a
joint territorial
perspective
The Spatial Planning Conference took
place in Bolzano on 24 and 25 May
2022.
The conference was organised at the
EURAC
research
Center
in
collaboraiton
with
the
Alpine
Convention.
This stop of the Roadshow
covered the themes of spatial

Last stop of the
Roadshow in Edolo
On 15th, 16th and 17th June, the
UNIMONT Centre of the University of
Milan hosted a series of meetings
organized in collaboration with the
Lombardy Region in the framework
of the European Strategy for the
Alpine
Macro-Region
(EUSALP)
focused on identifying policies
aimed
at
promoting
a
sustainable future in mountain
areas:

planning, urbanisation and landscape
enhancement.
The aim of this cross-sesctoral
initiative, spatial Planning, is to
develop
a
comon
spatial
perspective
and
harmonise
strategies:
rural-urban
linkages,
networks
of
green
and
blue
infrastructures,
biodiversity
conservation, ...
Watch the video of the fourth
stop

Universities
for
a
Green
Transition;
Sustainable future in mountain
areas;
Future
perspectives
for
tourism.
Learn more

EUSALP
Past & upcoming events
23-24 June - Trento
EB & EB-BAGL meetings
Closing event of AlpGov2 project
Embedding meeting
YC training
8-11 July - Grenoble
YC meeting
17-20 July - Paris
AG2 event on Digital industry in the
frame of the Global Industry Fair
(TBC)
September - Milan
AG2 Event in cooperation with
Thematic Group "Economic (TBC)
6-9 September - Bolzano
Multifunctional Forests Conference in
the frame of the Bolzano
Sustainability Days

22-25 September - Trento
“Olympic games in the Alps:
empowering positive and sustainable
economic development” Hackathon
on the sustainability of sport events
for EUSALP youth
6-7 October - Trento
Conference on local integrated
development
19 - 21 October - Bolzano
EB & EB-BAGL meetings
Energy conference / EUSALP Energy
Award / Results of the Citizen
Debates on Energy Poverty
26-27 October - Province of
Cosenza
XII EU Mountain Convention
27 October - Brig
Alpine conference (Alpine
convention)
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